Abstract
Introduction
Many people have been working over the last few years on the four paradigms that are mentioned in the title, building research communities that exist on their own. The four big words in the title should not put the reader off, and the paper should be seen more like a vision towards a future method that would bring together the four communities, will combine their strengths, and will complement each other to overcome their weaknesses.
A software development method consists of a set of concepts, a defined notation, a specified process, and a collection of heuristics. The concepts are the building blocks of description. They capture what it is possible to express, for instance, a system may be comprised of a hierarchy of classes related through inheritance, or a system may consist of a hierarchy of inter-connected components. The notation is the syntax that expresses the concepts. The process describes the sequence in which the pieces of notation are constructed or presented. Finally the heuristics capture the informal and pragmatic guidelines which allow the developer to construct and evaluate the various diagrams prescribed by the process.
Building distributed enterprise applications that require the interoperation of multiple components that may be distributed, independently operated, and heterogeneous with respect to language, data model, environment, architecture, and protocols, is a non-trivial task. A middleware is required in order to integrate these diverse software components and to allow them to interoperate effectively. In order to ease the job of software developers and to guide them through the development life-cycle of such enterprise, middleware-mediated systems, a new software development method, called Enterprise Fondue, will be proposed in this paper.
Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is an evolutionary rather than revolutionary approach. Its concepts and ideas stem from the long-known principles of encapsulation and modularization, from the "divide-and-conquer" approach, and from modular programming and object-orientation. During the last few years, due to the rapid development of Internet technology and of enterprise applications, CBSE was seen to be the best strategy for on-time and high-quality solutions. By using the CBSE approach, system development becomes the selection, reconfiguration, adaptation, assembling and deployment of encapsulated, replaceable and reusable system elements called components, rather than building the system from scratch [1] . So far, the component paradigm has been introduced mainly through the new technological solutions and distributed component infrastructures, such as Microsoft's (Distributed) Component Object Model (COM, DCOM) [2] , Object Management Group's Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [3] , or Sun's Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [4] . The "component vs. object" issue has become the focus of many discussions and studies, raising the question whether and/or to what extent object-orientation can provide effective support for component-based system development [1] , [5] .
Separation of concerns is an approach to decomposing software into smaller, more manageable and comprehensible parts, each of which deals with, and encapsulates, a particular area of interest, called a concern. Basically, a concern can be viewed as anything that is of importance to the application, be it infrastructure, code, requirements, design artifacts, etc. Separation of concerns provides support to overcome the "tyranny of the dominant decomposition" [6] , from which many modern artifact notations suffer. For example, object-oriented approaches provide mechanisms to encapsulate certain kinds of concerns, such as data and functions. However, they do not provide mechanisms that would allow one to encapsulate cross-cutting concerns, such as distribution or security, in an effective way. To help solve the various problems related to poor separation of concerns, several advanced modularization mechanisms have been developed over the last decade. These include role-modeling [7] , subject-oriented programming [8] , viewpoints [9] , adaptive programming [10] , aspect-oriented programming [11] , adaptive plug-and-play components [12] , multi-dimensional separation of concerns and hyperspaces [6] . Unfortunately, despite its importance throughout the software life-cycle, a large amount of work on advanced separation of concerns has targeted separation of concerns in code artifacts. Hyper/J [13] and AspectJ [14] are two well-known tools that support Advanced Separation of Concerns at the code level.
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is OMG's new approach to software architecture that provides a standardized way for specifying information systems by clearly separating the "what" and the "how", or as said in [15] "... that separates the specification of system functionality from the specification of the implementation of that functionality on a specific technology platform". Both specifications are expressed as models: Platform Independent Models (PIMs), which specify the structure and functions of a system while abstracting away technical details, and Platform Specific Models (PSMs), which are derived from PIMs and specify how the functionality is to be realized on a selected platform. Moving from one model to another is achieved by applying model transformations, and finally, code generators are used to map the most specialized PSM to a specific technology platform, such as CORBA, J2EE, .NET, or Web Services. More details and documents on MDA can be found in [16] .
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [11] has been proposed as a technique for improving separation of concerns in software. This approach makes it possible to separately specify various kinds of concerns and localize them into separate units of encapsulation, called aspects. One can deal with both the concerns and the modules that encapsulate them at different levels of abstraction, not only at the code level. AspectJ [14] is a general-purpose aspect-oriented extension to Java that introduces concepts like join points and pointcuts to describe the structure of the crosscutting concerns, and advices to specify the desired behavior to be performed throughout the identified structure. Similar extensions exist to other programming languages, such as C++, C, Smalltalk, or Ruby.
When looking at these four paradigms they do not seem to have much in common. However, they can complement each other at different stages in the development life-cycle of enterprise applications as we will show in this paper. A new software development method, called Enterprise Fondue, that makes these emerging technologies work together will be presented. Starting from a component-based description of the system to be implemented, the developers continue by designing the inner structure of all the identified components. The obtained models are further refined along several concern-dimensions. During the last phase, code generators are used to map the different models to code, and aspects are used to weave-in code corresponding to the previously considered concerns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some of the currently existing object-and component-oriented software development methods; Section 3 motivates the continuous need for modeling enterprise, middleware-mediated applications in the presence of Web Services; Section 4 introduces our new software development method Enterprise Fondue based on CBSE, SoC, MDA, and AOP; different layers are identified and their intended content and role is explained, showing also how to move from one layer to the next; Section 5 proposes some requirements that tool vendors should meet if they decide to support the new development method, and Section 6 draws some conclusions.
Software Development Methods
There is a large number of different methods to choose from for any new software development project, with an equally large number of different processes and modeling approaches. Major methods, such as Fondue, Catalysis, KobrA, and RUP, all claim to provide a holistic approach to software development, supporting the seamless development of software systems from early analysis to executable code. These methods are briefly described in this section, pointing out their (common) origins, their differences, and their limitations. Readers that are familiar with these methods may skip this section and jump directly to section 3.
Fondue
Fondue [17] , [18] is an object-oriented software development method that is based on the original Fusion method [19] . It not only provides the internal view of the class mod-el and the behavior of individual classes, but it includes modeling of system-wide functionality and a step-by-step process that leads the development team from an initial requirements document through to the implementation of an object-oriented software system. Fondue keeps the process and the models of the original Fusion method but uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [20] as a notation. In addition to the graphical notation of UML, Fondue specifies operations by Operation Schemas, which describe the effect of the operations on an abstract state representation of the system and the messages sent to the outside world. Operation Schemas describe the assumed initial state by a precondition, and the required change in system state after the execution of the operation by a postcondition, which are both written in UML's Object Constraint Language (OCL) [21] . In addition to Fusion, Fondue makes use of use cases during requirements elicitation. Instead of regular expressions as in classical Fusion, a restricted form of state diagrams is used for describing sequencing of system operations. To the contrary of classical Fusion, the Concept Model (Fondue's equivalent to Fusion's object model) is refined into a Design Class Model, and finally an Implementation Class Model. The Fondue process can be outlined by a UML class diagram showing usage dependencies between models. It is provided in two parts, the Fondue Analysis Process and Models, and the Fondue Design Process and Models [18] .
The current version of Fondue does not fully address concerns that are related to distributed systems, and especially middleware-specific concerns. A detailed study of the Fondue models is currently undergoing for deciding which are the most appropriate places to integrate different middleware-related concerns, such as distribution, transactions, concurrency, or security.
Catalysis
The development of the Catalysis method [5] started in 1991 as a formalization of the Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [22] but soon also became an extension of recent OMT variants, such as Fusion [19] . Catalysis is aimed at providing a unified, component-based development process, by combining the strengths of the 'early' methods in analysis and design with a systematic treatment of refinement and architectural design.
Although it is based on a small number of underlying concepts, namely type, collaboration, refinement and framework, Catalysis leaves the impression of a complex method. As a matter of fact, it uses an iterative and incremental process based on clearly defined abstraction and refinement mechanisms. System development is viewed as a series of refinements, in which translation is regarded as a special form of refinement. These refinements are applied throughout the whole life-cycle, from early analysis to implementation. Each refinement step is designed to systematically lower the level of abstraction towards code in a highlevel language. However, Catalysis does not define an explicit barrier for the refinement process. Besides mentioning that the refinement process stops at a level of abstraction close enough to code, which can then be refined (i.e., mapped, translated) to code, Catalysis does not define until what level the refinement process should proceed to describe all 'major' decisions. Moreover, it does not address the impact that non-functional requirements may have. This may result in abstract models that are not yet implementable or models that violate the system's quality requirements.
RUP
Coming later in the evolution of object-oriented methods, the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [23] is a specific and detailed instance of a more generic process, the Unified Process (UP) [24] , but more sophisticated than either OMT or Fusion. It actually represents an amalgam of OMT [22] , Objectory [25] , Booch [26] , and the "Rational Approach" [27] . The RUP has been developed to provide a unified process to support the full power of UML. According to [24] , the process may be characterized as a component-based, use-case-driven, architecture-centric, iterative, and incremental software development method. In principle, the RUP iterates over a series of cycles where a cycle consists of four phases: Inception, Elaboration, Construction, and Transition. In addition, the process defines various workflows, the most prominent being Requirements, Analysis, Design, Implementation, and Test, which are carried out to a specific extent in each phase of a cycle. These workflows are very similar to the four activities, i.e., coding, testing, listening, and designing, that Beck places at the basis of eXtreme Programming and of its twelve practices [28] . Other RUP workflows are related to management, such as project management, configuration and change management, or to process configuration, such as the environment workflow.
The RUP uses the results of the design workflow to implement the design classes in terms of components, which are considered to be "physical packages of programming code". During design, many details of a class and its relationships are described using the syntax of the chosen programming language which makes code generation straightforward. In particular, this is enforced for operations and attributes of a class, as well as for the relationships in which the class participates [24] . However, this bears the danger of misusing the UML as a graphical programming language, and of invalidating models by changing the programming language. In addition, the RUP requires the 'refinement' of abstract constructs to constructs of the chosen programming language, but provides only abstract suggestions for doing so. This is even true for the description of class relation-ships. Furthermore, the impact of non-functional requirements is considered only within the Requirements workflow, neglecting the impact of such requirements in the modeling and implementation of a system.
KobrA
The KobrA method, first introduced in [29] and then fully described in [30] , has been influenced by, and has similarities with other software development methods, particularly Cleanroom [31] , Fusion [19] , and Catalysis [5] . It is also compatible with RUP [23] and OPEN [32] . The aim of KobrA is to provide concrete support for the development and application of component-based, domain-specific frameworks.
The central artifact of the KobrA method is the framework, i.e., a generic description of a family of applications, which encapsulates not only the common parts but all concrete variants as well. This is achieved by capturing all possible features within the framework and using decision models to describe the choices that distinguish distinct members of the family. To develop a concrete application, the generic framework is instantiated by resolving all decision models. In principle, an application removes the genericity within a framework, but does not change the level of abstraction at which it is described. Frameworks as well as applications are described by UML diagrams at a level of abstraction similar to that used to describe a design. Therefore, it is necessary to transform these models into a form that can be understood by compilers. Among other things, this includes source-code in a particular language. However, multiple implementations can be created from a given application. Each implementation can then be used to create executable images of a system.
The KobrA method makes use of a technique, known as SORT (Systematic Object-oriented Refinement and Translation), for implementing object-oriented models based on the principle of distinguishing and strictly separating between refinement and translation activities. To this end, SORT makes use of pattern technology to support such activities. The SORT technique is discussed in more detail in [33] and [34] .
Enterprise Software Development -Vision
In this section, we present the advantages and disadvantages of Web Services with respect to currently existing middleware infrastructures. We also explain how these infrastructures actually support the implementation of Web Services, and how the two actually act at two different levels of abstraction.
The arrival of Web Services is viewed by many as the dawn of a new area of interoperability as it promises to link disparate businesses in a manner and scale reminiscent of the way the Internet, with TCP/IP, linked machines. Web Services will allow businesses to talk to each other, free of the shackles of platform and protocol. Multiple departments, both within and outside of an organization, will reuse application functionality that is decomposed and offered as a Web Service. A new breed of applications will be "composed" and "integrated", rather than "built", and "payper-use" business models will become popular.
But, haven't we heard this before? Isn't interoperability, platform independence, and the reuse of distributed components exactly what CORBA promised? The straight answer would be yes. However, Web Services address these problems in a somehow different way making them more eligible to success in a time when the emphasis on interoperability is much greater than it was with CORBA.
For a start, in most cases, administrators will simply not open firewalls to let protocols through, such as the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP), used by CORBA, or the Distributed Computing Environment Remote Procedure Call (DCE RPC), used by DCOM. In the absence of a vendor-independent and popular means to traverse firewalls, CORBA has often been confined within the corporate firewall. Since the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), which is the wire protocol for Web Services, can be carried over firewall-friendly HTTP (the network protocol), it can sail through corporate firewalls.
In addition, SOAP carries data encoded in the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), which is text and not binary, as in the case of the Common Data Representation (CDR), used by IIOP, or the Network Data Representation (NDR), used by DCE RPC. Even though CORBA's wire encoding is highly efficient, it is prone to interoperability problems by virtue of being binary. Every single byte matters, as does the order.
Besides its asynchronous nature, what makes SOAP even more attractive is the fact that XML parsers and HTTP are low cost and ubiquitous. In fact, SOAP clients might become the clients of choice on wireless devices because it is Once all these problems will be solved, we believe that Web Services will become the standard for inter-enterprise communication, as shown in Figure 1 . On the other hand, CORBA, which has matured into a technology with widely adhered-to standards regarding distributed object management, quality of service, and with popular services providing Naming, Transactions, Notification, Security, to name just a few, will remain the solution of choice when it comes to enterprise computing across languages and platforms. CORBA technology allows legacy applications to become Web-enabled or otherwise interoperate. We believe that CORBA will continue to be used, with the CORBA servers "exposed" as Web Services (for the Internet), protecting investments and allowing high-performance IIOP-based access within the enterprise (the intranet).
Extending the variety of technologies that can be used inside an enterprise, we believe that an enterprise component from Figure 1 , can further be decomposed into "islands", as presented in Figure 2 . In order to support this idea with an example, one could imagine that the different islands correspond to different departments inside the same enterprise, such as Accounting, Human Resources, Public Relations, and so on. Each department might have moved towards an IT solution (decentralized at the beginning) at different moments in time, thus considering the latest technology that was available at that time. Or, to give a more realistic example, these islands could very well be the result of several corporate mergers and acquisitions.
With this section we wanted to stress out that even though Web Services seem to be such a good solution for inter-enterprise communication (Business-to-Business), they still have to be implemented using one of the currently existing middleware infrastructures, and thus, there is still a need for modeling such enterprise, middleware-mediated systems before being able to expose the implemented functionality as a Web Service.
A New Software Development Method
Based on CBSE, SoC, MDA, and AOP
In this section, we will present a new software development method, Enterprise Fondue, from its early life-cycle stages when developers and stakeholders define a first highlevel architecture of the enterprise system, and down to the least implementation details that will actually build the system under consideration. As we will see, the Enterprise Fondue method capitalizes on the previously described methods by integrating some of their best features, and by trying to overcome some of the limitations we described in section 2, e.g., lack of distribution and explicit components in Fondue, no explicit barrier between models and code in Catalysis, and so on. Regarding the software process, Enterprise Fondue adopts primarily a top-down approach rather than an incremental and iterative one as does RUP. At the implementation level, Enterprise Fondue complements KobrA by using aspects, which are certainly a nice mechanism for encapsulating crosscutting concerns. Figure 3 presents the different layers that we have identified, their contents and the way in which the enterprise system is supposed to evolve from one layer to the next.
At the highest-level of abstraction, the ComponentBased Layer, the developers together with the stakeholders will describe the system to be implemented in terms of components and relationships between them. Certain functional and non-functional concerns will be identified and different functionalities will be assigned to different components. At the second layer, the Concern-Driven Object-Oriented Models Layer, the developers will start designing the internal structure of all the components by using models and by refining these models along different concern-dimensions. The third layer, the Technology Dependent Layer, is obtained by refining along the technology-dimension. Each such refinement results in a technology-specific view of our system, e.g., J2EE-view, CORBA-view, or .NET-view. After this layer, code generators are used to map the different technology-views to concrete middleware implementation platforms, such as VisiBroker, ORBacus, Orbix2000, or VoyagerORB for the CORBA-view, and WebLogic, WebSphere, or Orbix E2A for the J2EE-view. For some mappings, the implementation language is fixed in advance, e.g., the Java language will be used for mapping the J2EE-view to a particular J2EE platform. For others, different target implementation languages might be chosen depending on the ones that are actually supported. It might be the case that a particular CORBA platform has implemented only the IDL to C++ mapping, in which case the target implementation language cannot be other than C++. Even though the last two refinement steps are impossible to separate, they still address two different concerns, namely the platform (Platform Dependent Layer) and the implementation language (Language Dependent Layer). Once the objectoriented code has been generated, aspects are used to weave-in specific code that will actually implement the previously considered concerns. The rest of the section describes in more details all the layers, the notation to be used at each layer, and how the refinement process will end up with code that implements the desired system.
The Component-Based Layer
One of the important characteristics and benefits of the CBSE approach is, in our opinion, the fact that the component concept represents an excellent solution for providing a meeting point between the different stakeholders and the developers. By defining a component as an encapsulated concept, clearly delimited from the environment, with specific roles and behavior in the domain, with hidden interior and exposed functionality through interfaces, it can be easily understood by both worlds. Such a concept gives business analysts and managers greater ability to model business processes and requirements at a higher-level, in a domain-specific, but implementation-independent way. On the other hand, the application developers retain control over how their models are turned into complete applications using advanced component-based technology infrastructures.
Object-orientation cannot be effectively used for that purpose. Objects can be too small in size and too technology-oriented to be considered as basic units of a development process by business-oriented people. The logic is usually too trivial to justify the expense of modeling, building, documenting, and reusing a single object interface. On the other hand, business processes are often too fuzzy and complex to be uniformly and easily understood by IT specialists. They must be broken down into constituent, semantically separated business building blocks in order to be efficiently handled by application developers. Furthermore, components, as behavior-or process-based concepts, handled through the services they offer, represent a more natural approach for describing complex business processes than objects as entity-based structures. Thus, a component can represent a lingua franca for the business and IT worlds [35] .
As it can be seen in Figure 4 , an enterprise component is built out of several business components that cooperate to deliver the cohesive set of functionality required by a specific business need. At its turn, an enterprise component can be a constituent business component of a larger enterprise system. For the time being, at this high-level of abstraction, both the stakeholders and the developers are only interested in identifying business components and relationships between them. Later on, when technology decisions will be made, several business components will be grouped into specific technology islands depending on the technology that will be used to implement them.
As an example, suppose that we are requested to build a complete information system for a bank. In this case, the enterprise component would be the bank itself, which might expose a Web Service interface to the outside world so that possible clients may access the services that the bank provides for them. The output of the Component-Based Layer will be a hierarchy of components and the relationships be- Although the current version of UML does not provide all necessary elements and concepts for component-oriented modeling and specification, we believe that the available extension mechanisms, such as stereotypes, tagged values, and naming conventions, could very well be used for that purpose. Moreover, the UML Revision Task Force and the UML 2.0 Working Group are both giving high priority to component modeling related issues, promising a better support for components in the future UML.
Concern-Driven Object-Oriented Models Layer
After breaking the enterprise component into small business components in the previous layer, it is time now to start building those smaller components, i.e., we move down on the <<realization>> arrow in Figure 3 . The internal structure of a business component can be designed using any software development method that uses UML-compliant notations. Since the Fondue method was developed by members of our laboratory, we will consider this method for designing the identified business components.
As it was previously described, the Fondue method is an object-oriented method that requires several models to be built before obtaining a final description of the system, which is a business component in our case. The two major outcomes that a developer gets when applying the Fondue method are, in our opinion, the Design Class Model and the Interaction Model. The Design Class Model is represented using a UML class diagram and presents the decomposition of the system into classes, the internal structure of those classes together with the functionality they provide, and different kinds of relationships (associations, aggregations, compositions, generalizations/specializations) between classes. The Interaction Model is a set of UML collaboration diagrams and presents how the different functionalities are actually implemented, how different classes interact in order to achieve a certain functionality.
Thus, by applying the Fondue method for each business component, we will obtain a set of class diagrams and collaboration diagrams, which all together represent the design of the different functionalities that were assigned to those components at the previous layer. However, besides the functionality concern, no other concerns have been addressed so far.
As already said at the beginning of this paper, middleware is an essential element in large distributed systems such as those that support enterprise applications, requiring multiple components to interoperate. Moreover, middleware, like software in general, is subject to concerns. Several concern-dimensions about middleware can be grouped into a category called Middleware Services, as the middleware addresses specific concerns of a system, such as communication, distribution, concurrency, security, or transactions. An extended list of categories that group several middleware-specific concern-dimensions can be found in [36] . In the rest of this paper, we will address how the middleware services concerns can be integrated in the already existing models (see Figure 3 ) and how aspects can capture such concerns and weave them into the object-oriented code that only implements the pure functionality of the system under consideration (see Figure 3 ) . A similar approach should be applied when dealing with other concerns related to enterprise systems.
MDA identifies four types of model-to-model transformations (mappings) within the software development lifecycle [15] . The ones that we are proposing in Figure 3 are falling in the PIM-to-PIM type, i.e., they relate to platform-independent model refinement and are applied when PIMs are enhanced, filtered, or specialized. In our case, the enhancement or the specialization is performed along one concern-dimension, or one middleware-specific concerndimension to be more precise. However, we cannot apply one predefined model transformation to refine all kinds of enterprise application models along one middleware-specific concern-dimension. The model transformation needs to be adapted to the application, otherwise it might refine the models in a wrong way. Since MDA does not have support for variability, generic model-to-model transformations have been proposed [37] . A generic transformation is specialized by using a set of parameters, which express the properties that are specific to a given application. To conclude, in order to have model transformations that are concern-oriented and that can be specialized for particular application, we must have something like generic concern-oriented model transformations [38] . Such transformations will be first specialized according to the particularities of the current application. Once we have a specialized concern-oriented model transformation, it can be applied, and we will get refined models of the current application along the considered concern-dimension. In our method, several generic concern-oriented model transformations will be applied (see Figure 3 ) , refining the Fondue design models along the concern-dimensions that were identified at the previous layer.
One of the big problems at this layer is the absence of a clear notation for representing middleware-specific concerns, and concerns in general, inside UML models. Another problem is related to the composition of different concerns at the model level. While the first problem was and will be addressed by several workshops on "Aspect-Oriented Modeling with UML" ( [39] , [40] ), the second one might be solved by proposing an exact workflow model that should specify the exact order in which concerns should be dealt with.
Technology Dependent Layer
Once a UML-compliant notation will be adopted for representing different middleware-specific concerns, the refinement along the technology-dimension (see Figure 3 ) will be an easy and straight-forward step. The source model is represented using UML-compliant elements, some of which are the result of the Fondue design and some others are the result of the different refinements that were performed along different concern-dimensions. The target model is expressed using notations that are specific to the different UML profiles that currently exist. For instance, the refinement along the EJB-technology-dimension will result in the J2EE-view, which will be represented based on notations that can be found in the UML Profile for EJB [41] . The same applies for CORBA, in which case the CORBA-view will be represented using notations that can be found in the UML Profile for CORBA [42] . Since both the source and the target models use well defined notations, we believe that the refinement along the technology-dimension should be a completely automatic step achieved through technologyoriented model transformations. Moreover, since these transformations will be like one-to-one mappings, they will no longer depend on the application under development, and thus, genericity in no more required.
Platform Dependent Layer and Language Dependent Layer
The last two refinement steps, along the platform-and language-dimensions, are performed using code generators, which are considered to be a special kind of model transformations [15] . In addition, aspects will be used to weave-in code that addresses the different middleware-specific concerns that were considered in the second layer.
While there are quite a few code generators targeted towards widely used programming languages, such as Java or C++, not many are capable of generating platform specific code, i.e., code that addresses middleware-specific concerns, like distribution, transactions, or security.
Over the last few years, multiple attempts have tried to somehow aspectize away these middleware-specific concerns from the rest of the distributed application. Some of them have failed, some others have succeeded up to a certain level. However, as clearly described in [43] , the big difficulty stems from the fact that, although the mechanisms used to implement these middleware-specific concerns are physically separated from the "functional" part of an application, they still remain semantically coupled. Thus, without having any idea about the application (semantics), it becomes impossible to apply, for example, a general transactional aspect to previously non-transactional code and to obtain the desired functionality, i.e., transactional behavior.
As already presented in [38] , we believe that the application-specific set of parameters that is used to specialize the generic concern-oriented model transformations at layer two, could be further used to specialize aspects that will be weaved-in at layer five. A one-to-one association will exist between model transformations and aspects, i.e., a specialized concern-oriented model transformation will refine a model along one concern-dimension, and one specialized aspect will implement the concern at code level, respectively. In this way, since the specialized aspect has knowledge about the application, we might overcome the problem of semantic coupling described in [43] . Moreover, the order in which the specialized concern-oriented model transformations have been applied at model level will dictate the order in which aspects will be applied at code level, i.e., their precedence.
As a conclusion, instead of having one code generator which takes the most specialized model from layer three and generates platform specific code, we propose to rather have a code generator for the pure "functional" model of the application, and then have aspect generators, which generate specialized aspects from specialized concern-oriented model transformations, for the different middleware-specific concerns that the application needs to incorporate. The specialized aspects should be both platform-and languaged e dependent, since, for example, it is not the same to weavein a distribution aspect for ORBacus or for WebSphere.
Tool Support
Once we have a standardized UML-compliant notation for representing middleware-specific concerns (layers two and three) and know how to encapsulate them into aspects (layer five), it will be much easier for possible software vendors to provide a dedicated tool infrastructure that supports our new software development method Enterprise Fondue. Since our method is highly based on generic concern-oriented model transformations, it is our belief that the refinement process would be eased by providing facilities like:
• Support for generic model transformations as described in [37] , together with support for testing pre-and post-conditions associated with model transformations.
• Concern-oriented wizards should be supported for configuring the generic model transformations along a concern-dimension. repository. An Undo/Redo facility for model transformations would also be appreciated. • Refactoring capabilities at model level (layers two and three in our method).
• Visual tools should be capable of demarcating model parts that have been added to the model through different specialized transformations by using different colors. In this way, we would be able to see what elements were introduced by which concern.
• Support for importing/exporting models in XMI format.
• Guidance in the refinement process. A workflow model could exist to track the refinement process through transformations. The workflow model could define which generic transformations can be applied at a certain refinement step, and therefore could determine the allowed sequence of transformations.
Conclusions
After a brief presentation of some of the currently existing object-and component-oriented software development methods, we argued on the continuous need for modeling enterprise, middleware-mediated applications, and we came up with a new development method, called Enterprise Fondue, that is based on CBSE, SoC, MDA, and AOP. The new method identifies five different layers that correspond to different levels of abstraction in the development life-cycle of enterprise applications. At each layer, we clearly specified "what" needs to be addressed and "how" it can be represented. In fact, the notation to be used through the whole process is based on UML and its extension mechanisms.
The component concept was chosen to be used at the highest-level of abstraction since it represents an excellent solution for providing a meeting point between the two different worlds of developers and business stakeholders. Separation of concerns guides the refinement process, which is implemented using MDA model transformations. A new concept of generic concern-oriented model transformation has been proposed in order to support the variability that can appear from one application to another, on one hand, and the refinement along one concern-dimension, on the other hand. Finally, at implementation time, specialized aspects can be weaved into already existing object-oriented code in order to address the previously considered concerns.
The new method that we are proposing might look very similar to MDA. However, it is more than that since we are very specific about how the refinement process should progress. Moreover, we deal with generic transformations and, besides the mapping of models to code, we encourage the mapping of model transformations to aspects.
Although there is a lot of work to be done at all the layers in order to make the method more concrete, we believe that this paper has the merit to bring four important paradigms in software engineering together and to show how they can complement each other at different stages in the development life-cycle of enterprise, middleware-mediated applications. Now that we have the image of the big puzzle, we still need to find the pieces to solve it. Our next step will be to establish a well-defined set of UML-compliant notations for representing different middleware-specific concerns and to provide them (the notations) with a clear specification including graphical representation, meaning, behavior, interpretation, etc. Once we have a standardized notation, it will be much easier to start defining the concern-oriented model transformations.
The paper also discusses some challenging issues that tool vendors would need to address if they decide to support the new software development method.
